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Discipleship in Lutheran Perspective
by M%&' M%(()*

Discipleship has once again become an important topic for 
Lutherans. In worship Lutherans sing of the desire to follow 

Jesus, “Let Us Ever Walk with Jesus,” or more recently, “I Want to 
Walk as a Child of the Light,” to cite just two hymn titles that bear 
the theme. In assemblies and publications of all kinds Lutherans are 
taught techniques for e+ ective discipleship. Congregations devote 
sta+  to help their members connect faith with daily life. Current 
approaches to discipleship tend to run along one or the other of two 
tracks. One type copies the neo-revivalist tactics of North American 
Evangelicals. It anchors discipleship in a unique experience of God 
in worship and serves then as the basis for speci, c practices designed 
to move “nominal” members of the church into more disciplined 
lives of faith. The other, far more prevalent, approach mimics the 
Mainline Protestant “Social Gospel.” It conceives discipleship in 
terms of progressive social agendas, sees “moral deliberation” as the 
dominant purpose of congregational life, and views the public 
witness of the church primarily in terms of social and political 
action. This essay critiques both approaches and proposes in their place 
an understanding of discipleship grounded in the classical Lutheran 
distinction between law and gospel. Accordingly, discipleship is 
pictured as a matter of death and new life. 

God uses the law to reduce sinners to nothingness and the 
gospel to create new beings in Christ. In this light discipleship is 
more properly viewed as something God does to believers, rather 
than something that believers do for God or for the world. The 
law/gospel approach to Christian life resists reducing discipleship 
to acquired techniques. Instead, it views discipleship in terms 
of Christians faithfully living out their vocations as baptized 
children of God. Through the preaching of God’s law/gospel 
Word believers are created and formed to live by trusting God’s 
promise to be God and by loving the neighbor in service of 
creation’s wellbeing.
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Critique of the Recent Approaches to Discipleship

Both contemporary types of discipleship are apologetic in the 
technical theological sense of the term. The , rst responds to modern 
secularization by accommodating to the secular conviction that 
faith does not interfere with public life but is properly located in the 
privacy of experience. Practices are fostered in order to help sustain 
such “God experiences,” deep within the pious. The fundamental 
attitude with respect to religion in the modern world has been to 
make it a private, interior matter and the , rst type concedes to this 
tendency. The second seeks to justify the legitimacy of faith through 
its ability to e+ ectuate ethical change in the world, particularly 
on behalf of the powerless and voiceless. An important aspect of 
modernity—challenged in light of world wars, genocide, and abuse 
of the environment—is social progress, the quest to establish an ideal 
community in which class divisions will have disappeared. Both 
socialists and (perhaps surprisingly) many capitalists have sought such an 
ideal community—albeit through di+ erent, competing economic 
strategies.! 

In contrast to the prevailing approaches to discipleship, the 
Lutheran tradition is more ambitious, more radical. It speaks to the 
heart of personal and public sin. The aim is not to reform immoral 
humanity or immoral society, but to announce the death of sinners. 
Sinners, along with the old order, are passing away. The Christian 
gospel declares God’s promise to bring forth a new creation in 
Christ. The Lutheran tradition continues to approach discipleship in 
the tradition of Isaiah and Jeremiah’s con, dence in the power of the 
Word of God alone to make disciples (See Isa ..; Jer !/ and -!; and 
Rom 0:#$+   ). The church can make the most di+ erence in the world 
when it tends to the Word. It tends to the Word in catechesis and 
proclamation. The church is most authentic when it makes truth 
claims that deal with ultimate matters in distinction from penultimate 
matters. Its critique of society is always to unmask idolatry in the 
public realm for the sake of a truthful relationship with God. In 
addition, it moves Christians and others to speak up on behalf of 
the oppressed in the wider public. As a “creature of the gospel,” the 
church is sustained by God’s grace. Its mission is to administer, freely, 
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this grace to sinners who are in no position to reciprocate with 
merit. The church o+ ers a genuine alternative community to a politics 
prone to idolatry and an economics prone to greed. Its uniqueness 
is found not primarily as an alternative ethical community. Rather, 
it is a community established through the Word, a recipient of grace 
given in the proclaimed gospel and administered in the sacraments. 
Its life is grounded in God’s truth and generosity; its mission consists 
of sharing this truth and generosity with others.# Christians continue 
to be in the world (as God’s good creation), yet not of the world (as 
in rebellion against God). O+ ering no excuse for “quietism,” they 
trust that ultimately God will rectify injustices in his left-hand rule. 
Discipleship happens best when peoples’ horizons are situated and 
discerned through the variegated and manifold lens of Scripture and 
guided by properly distinguishing law from gospel. In this essay we 
will , rst examine Luther’s view of discipleship; then critique the 
two schools of discipleship mentioned above; and close with a brief 
elaboration on the alternative suggested here.

Luther’s View of Discipleship

Some historians contend that for Luther discipleship was a 
super1 uous notion. In their view, the concept of discipleship adds 
nothing to ethical re1 ection that is not already present in Luther’s 
view of the two kingdoms. According to the two kingdoms’ 
outlook, God is working in the political community, God’s “left 
hand,” to maintain social order and stability, in which humans can 
grow and thrive. This kingdom is distinctively a realm of law and 
justice, an aspect of God’s on-going creativity. The purpose of 
authorities, among other things, is to curb violence so that life can 
1 ourish. It is to be distinguished from God’s “right hand,” in which 
God o+ ers the means of grace, forgiveness of sins, and new life.- 
For these historians, then, discipleship, conceived as a student’s 
mimetic following of Jesus as a teacher and role model, o+ ers 
nothing that cannot already be discerned from ethical re1 ection 
available in God’s left hand. Discipleship in this view distorts 
the nature of Christian ethics and establishes a hierarchical self-
righteousness.
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Additionally, if discipleship implies self-improvement, moving 
from sinfulness to righteousness, it is incompatible with Luther’s 
central a2  rmation that we are ever simultaneously righteous and 
sinful. Discipleship which conceives the Christian life as continuous 
growth via learning through trial and error is an inappropriate 
category to apply to Luther’s theology." There is no progress to speak 
of in the Christian life, but instead as Gilbert Meilaender, critiquing 
Werner Elert, expressed it decades ago, only a continuous oscillation 
between the accusing law and the comforting gospel..

There is no question that these critiques of discipleship touch on 
important aspects of Luther’s approach to the Christian life. Since 
the initial impetus for Luther’s approach to reformation was his 
critique of Gabriel Biel’s view that God gives his grace only to those 
who do their very best. All approaches that see the Christian life as 
one of progressive, or upward growth, must undergo critique. Luther 
rejected both medieval Roman Catholic approaches to spirituality 
and renewal movements initiated by reformation groups. Speci, cally, 
Luther’s critique was leveled against traditional medieval Catholicism, 
which advocated a two-tiered approach to faith: (!) those who led a 
distinctive, and superior, “religious life” by following the “evangelical 
counsels” that included poverty, chastity, and obedience and (#) 
those ordinary Christians who simply lived their callings in the 
world.3 Later, Luther’s appraisal was directed against the Anabaptists, 
who envisioned discipleship as o+ ering an alternative ethical 
community wholly de, ned by non-violence. The upshot of Luther’s 
critique was, as is often noted, an a2  rmation of ordinary life. 
Imitation of Christ is expressed not by living a unique, “holy” life, 
antithetical to the world, but that one lives as a “little Christ” right 
within the world, in the speci, c vocation which God gives.4

Carter Lindberg points out Luther’s objection to the two-tiered 
approach to Christian living. Luther observed that it was inherently 
self-righteous to claim that some Christians, through their self-
sacri, cial behaviors, are superior to others./ Lindberg explains that 
Luther’s breakthrough was based on “the discovery that God’s 
righteousness is a gift, not a demand,” and that this “displaces the 
principle of likeness by that of unlikeness as the basis for fellowship 
with God. The sinner does not ascend to God; rather, God descends 
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to the sinner.” Luther’s use of biblical “bride-bridegroom” imagery 
contrasts sharply with the way that other medieval thinkers saw it. 
For them the bride needed puri, cation. For Luther, as brides of 
Christ believers are “poor, wicked harlot[s].” Luther reinforces this 
metaphor with that of “testament” as a monergistic, unilateral giving 
action of God, a promise. “There is nothing which the sinner can 
bring to God in order to attain forgiveness—except his or her sin! 
It is only the ungodly, only the sinner, who is acceptable to God. 
Paradoxically, to acknowledge sin is to justify God and thereby 
oneself. ‘Real sin,’ not likeness to God, is the presupposition for 
justi, cation.”0 Justi, cation by faith alone allows God to be in charge 
of the sinner’s salvation—allows God to be God, while simultaneously 
allowing the human to be human. We are one in the same, sinner 
and saint. It follows that discipleship does not involve growth in 
holiness as traditional Catholicism with its evangelical counsels or as 
the Anabaptist and spiritual movements have taught. 

Luther clearly was skeptical of human ability to contribute to our 
growth in the Christian life. He saw that the nature of the old Adam 
and Eve always to exploit programs designed to improve the lot of 
nominal Christians. The old Adam and Eve appropriate such 
techniques in service of do-it-yourself righteousness. Luther approaches 
the question of discipleship more soberly and more realistically. In the 
tradition of Augustine he sees that self-righteousness constitutes the 
core of our sin. This does not mean that Luther lacks a positive 
outlook on discipleship. His positive teaching about discipleship can 
best be seen in his reinterpretation of Augustine’s view that 
Christ is both sacramentum and exemplum.!$ But Christ as example is 
only understood from Luther’s dictum:  “It is not the imitation that 
makes sons; it is sonship that makes imitators.” As he states in his !.!0 
Galatians Commentary (Gal. -:!"), 

This faith, I say, was promised in the blessing. Here again, therefore, he [Paul] 
touches brie1 y and obscurely on the fact that the Gentiles will be children of 
Abraham, not because they will imitate him, but because they have received 
the promise; and that they will imitate him because they will be his children as 
a result of God’s promise and its ful, llment, not as a result of the deeds and the 
imitating of the Gentiles. It is not the imitation that makes sons; it is sonship 
that makes imitators.!!
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Christ as a sacrament means that he is sheer gift. But as sheer gift, 
he is also the end of our self-righteousness, and thus we as sinners 
die with him in his death. But we also share with him in his 
resurrection and walk in newness of life. It is because we are adopted 
children of God that we can imitate Christ, not vice versa. Christ as 
our example understood in this way precludes self-righteousness. 
Christ is not our example in the inherently self-righteous, two-
tiered approach to Christian life seen in the evangelical counsels or 
its reinstatement among the so-called radical reformers. Instead, 
Christ is our example as we live lives of service to others in the 
various o2  ces which we hold in relation to others. 

Helpfully, Oswald Bayer notes that in Luther’s view of ethics, the 
“table of household duties” is balanced with the concept of “imitative 
discipleship.” The household duties ground ethics in the stu+  of 
lived experience, while imitative discipleship provides the criteria by 
which to evaluate how we proceed in such duties.!# If imitative 
discipleship alone were to reign in the Christian life, untethered 
from the daily obligations of household duties, Christian faith would 
tilt towards perfectionistic or utopian leanings. By contrast, if the 
household duties alone were taken into account apart from imitative 
discipleship, there would be no distinctively Christian standard by 
which to evaluate problem-solving in life. While for Luther we 
follow the example of Christ, that does not make us to be Christian. 
What makes us to be Christian is nothing other than God’s favor 
granted to sinners. It is God’s external Word which renews the inner 
person. And, this Word is not distinguished by its ability to empower 
us to do good works but instead in that it grants freedom to do 
them—when and where they are needed.

And this Word proclaimed in preaching or the sacrament grants 
us new a identity and a shared life not only with Christ, but with 
those in need. Commenting on the fellowship deriving from the 
Lord’s Supper, Luther indicates that 

Christ with all saints, by his love, takes upon himself our form [Phil. #:4], , ghts 
with us against sin, death, and all evil. This enkindles in us such love that we 
take on his form, rely upon his righteousness, life, and blessedness. And through 
the interchange of his blessings and our misfortunes, we become one loaf, one 
bread, one body, one drink, and have all things in common . . . Again through 
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this same love, we are to be changed and to make the in, rmities of all other 
Christians our own; we are to take upon ourselves their form and their 
necessity, and all the good that is within our power we are to make theirs, that 
they may pro, t from it. That is real fellowship, and that is the true signi, cance 
of this sacrament.!-

Bernhard Lohse notes that Christ as sacramentum and exemplum 
was not a holdover from Luther’s early pre-Reformation theology 
but instead a theme by which he understood the Christian ethos 
throughout his life: “What is important here is that discipleship 
consists precisely in ‘o+ ering oneself to the cross,’ not in supplementing 
the sacramental appropriation of salvation through one’s own works. 
At this important point, Luther not only had adopted central ideas 
from Augustine, but very early had given them precision in his own 
way.”!" We o+ er ourselves to the cross not in that our su+ ering saves 
us. Rather, Luther has a realistic conception of life, and alerts us to 
the reality of con1 ict and su+ ering. It is guaranteed that following 
Christ in the world will garner opposition from the world. To be 
true to God will provoke opposition from the adversary, who is 
operative both in world and the church (and not just the world). Just 
as one dimension of Christ’s su+ ering was that of being a faithful 
witness, which led to his martyrdom, so too our witness may very 
well make us to be martyrs.!. 

Hence for Luther, Christians in the world encounter su+ ering 
and the cross, and are called sometimes to martyriological witness 
precisely because they are disciples of their Lord. Indeed, a 
distinguishing mark of the church (one of seven)!3 is “holy possession 
of the cross” in which believers “endure every misfortunate and 
persecution . . . . by inward sadness, timidity, fear, outward poverty, 
contempt, illness, and weakness, in order to become like their head, 
Christ. And the only reason they must su+ er is that they steadfastly 
adhere to Christ and God’s Word, enduring this for the sake of 
Christ.”!4 Indeed, if there is any analogy that exists between the 
Christian and Christ, it is not established by growth in holiness but 
instead by su+ ering—we are being conformed to the image of the 
cruci, ed.!/ Properly speaking, it is not we but God who makes us to 
be Christ’s disciples.
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In spite of his criticism of growth, when it is evaluated on the 
basis of likeness between our achievements and the achievements of 
Christ, Luther claims that we make “some progress” in the Christian 
life.!0 That is, the Christian life is no perpetually reoccurring 
oscillation between law and gospel, accusation and liberation. Not 
oscillation but simultaneity—simul iustus et peccator—characterizes 
Christians, even when they 1 ee from God as wrath to God as mercy. 
Nevertheless, it is precisely God’s Word de, ning this simul that opens 
another dimension—the horizon of living outside oneself, , rst of all 
in honoring God, the source of goodness, and second, in serving the 
neighbor. As new beings, we are not trapped in the oscillation 
because the gospel’s goal is to e+ ectuate trust in God’s promise 
which allows us to live outside ourselves in God and the neighbor. 
Or, as Gerhard Forde put it, “There is a kind of growth and progress, 
it is to be hoped, but it is growth in grace—a growth in coming to 
be captivated more and more, if we can so speak, by the totality, the 
unconditionality, of the grace of God. It is a matter of getting used 
to the fact that if we are to be saved it will have to be by grace 
alone.”#$ In other words, if I thought I needed grace yesterday, I need 
it even more today. But even with this conviction that we do make 
some progress, a growth in grace, there is no empirical gauge by 
which to measure the impact of this growth on our behavior. 
Perhaps we can notice over the decades that we have grown to some 
degree in being more patient. The degree to which we are where 
God wants us ultimately to be is solely in God’s hands, however, and 
not in our estimation. Luther’s insight is always that old beings are 
prone to self-righteousness, especially in religious and moral matters. 
Luther will have nothing to do with that. We walk by faith—all of 
our life is in God’s care—and not by sight, namely, our ability to 
measure and master our progress.

Lutherans should not give up on the language of discipleship, , rst of 
all, because that discourse is so closely bound to the identity-formulating 
narratives of the Christian New Testament.#! True, the gospels are primarily 
about Jesus—“passion narratives with extended introductions.”## But 
that does not displace the fact that the gospels provide identity for 
Jesus’ followers. No slacker with regard to the proper distinction 
between law and gospel, Werner Elert beautifully illustrated this truth:
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Jesus could direct the attention of all who wished to practice them [traits of 
Christian discipleship] to himself because he was master of these virtues. He could 
say, “Learn from me.” He who learns from him is his mathetes, whether this 
means “pupil” or “disciple.” If a pupil has a good teacher he can learn from him 
what gentleness is or means; the disciple learns from his master how to practice 
it. To preach the cross is no simple task and, humanly speaking, Paul did it 
“masterfully.” But in order to bear the cross we do not look to Paul but to Jesus, 
“the author and , nisher of our faith.”#-

Discipleship answers not the question “how am I saved?” but 
instead “what is my life about?” Ponder the words of Luther’s 
Morning Blessing: “I ask you [God] that you would also protect 
me today from sin and all evil, so that my life and actions may 
please you completely. For into your hands I commend myself: my 
body, my soul, and all that is mine.”#" This pithy expression within 
the context of prayer summarizes Luther’s view of Christian 
motivation. For Luther, the fact that we no longer need to justify 
ourselves before God liberates our nature: it means that we want 
to honor and love God for his own sake and thus please him in all 
we say and do. 

Luther opened a whole new way to approach the Christian life 
when he claimed that before God we live a wholly passive life. 
While grace is not given to empower good works in the world per 
se, we can be con, dent that such grace-, lled living will issue in 
good works—an active life.#. Luther is indeed an “activist”—not 
primarily as a politician but as an academic, writing with the intent 
of changing the world. (There is no separation of church and state 
in the sixteenth century.) The fact that he did not side with the 
peasants during their rebellion (!.#.) indicated his , rm 
commitment for the need for social order.#3 For Luther, no social 
health can be obtained when everything is marked by social chaos. 
Indeed, Christ frees us to receive once again the gifts of creation 
(including order) as gifts—not as threat or idol (to worship or 
appease or abuse). Nevertheless, from early to late in his career, 
Luther was concerned for the wellbeing of the poor.#4 Luther’s 
“activism” is highly realistic and tinged not one whit by idealism 
or utopianism. In it we bear the identity of co-workers with 
God.#/
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Discipleship versus Fixing the Church

Having summarized salient features of Luther’s view of discipleship, 
we are now in a position to examine contemporary attempts 
at embodying it. First we will examine the model of discipleship 
situated by a “God-experience” and then the view which 
enfolds discipleship within various social agendas. Many appeal to 
“discipleship” as the cure which can revitalize congregations. They 
advocate “evangelical style, Lutheran substance”#0 along the lines of 
the revivalism of the North American Evangelical establishment. In 
this mode of doing church, the church needs a jumpstart for renewal 
of conservative American social values. The church delivers an 
experience which Americans want and for which they are willing to 
give of their time and talents through regular attendance at worship.

In this paradigm for renewal, if speci, c marks of discipleship 
are encouraged, then one can expect greater commitment to the 
church—moving the church from an oasis of members to a strip 
mall of discipleship. What are these marks? One author notes that 
there are six crucial characteristics of discipleship: (!) prayer, (#) 
worship, (-) Bible-reading, (") service, (.) cultivating spiritual friends, 
and (3) giving or stewardship.-$ These characteristics distinguish 
discipleship from mere church-membership. For this particular 
author, membership is about getting; discipleship is about giving. 
Membership is about dues; discipleship is about stewardship. 
Membership is about favoring a select group; discipleship is about 
changing lives.-! 

 In contra-distinction, the Lutheran tradition contends, as the 
baptismal service proclaims, that church membership entails discipleship. 
If the church takes the sacrament of baptism seriously, then there 
should be no di+ erence between membership and discipleship. To be 
a member is to be a disciple and vice versa. Promises made in baptism 
and promises made at con, rmation are substantially the same as the 
requirements listed for discipleship above. However, the critique on 
the part of the “disciple-centered” advocates that the church is now 
competing with other civic and social organizations merits attention.-# 
They may have a point. But if they do, it is a damning critique of our 
mission and ministry. At what point did we stop seeing ourselves as 
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a body which deals with ultimate matters—God’s wonder and mystery—
and start viewing ourselves as penultimate, one civic organization 
or club among others? No doubt, the church as an institution in 
this world has a civic dimension to it—but is that or should that be 
the only reality that we encounter in the church? Even more to the 
point, have theologians contributed to the loss of the church’s 
identity and focus on ultimate matters? 

If our congregations have become clubs—perhaps something 
akin to the Masons which also promotes good ethics, fellowship, and 
a “spiritual” dimension to life—it would only betray that we no 
longer believe the proclamation of the baptismal liturgy or the 
Lord’s Supper. Apparently we speak words that claim salvi, c 
e2  cacy—dealing with ultimate (not penultimate) matters, but we 
do not believe them. Employing the language of salvation without 
actually believing it is most sad and troublesome. It would betray 
that we have become the hallowed-out shell of a church. 

Adherents of the “discipleship model” of congregational reform 
and church renewal are greatly concerned about the church’s losses. 
All mainline Protestant churches are losing members and no 
churches, including Evangelicals, are growing at a rate that would 
match the overall population growth of our country. The urgency 
of these reformers and the attempt to establish discipleship as an 
alternative to membership is understandable. Still questions remain: 
Is discipleship something di+ erent from membership? Does the 
technique approach to discipleship work? Can the rhetoric of 
discipleship , x the church? 

The rhetoric of discipleship may seem fresh and new. But 
historians will tell you that the church has heard it before. Current 
approaches to discipleship are similar to Spener’s proposals for 
reform in Pia Desideria (!34.). The new pietism links itself to the 
old by its focus on experience.-- The contemporary practices of 
discipleship aim to sustain the private “Jesus” experience. This 
formula for revival is similar to the program of revival advocated 
by the nineteenth-century American revivalist Charles Finney. It is 
not miraculous.-" What Finney did not say explicitly is that you 
can manipulate a revival with the right instruments and tools (like 
the mourner’s bench). Today’s way is primarily through praise 
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bands, big-screen video presentations, and 1 ashy showmanship. 
Post-!0.$s Lutherans eschewed the legalistic pietism of its past. 
Today’s pietism likewise eschews such legalism which had been 
centered around policing card-playing, dancing, and drinking, and 
o+ ers instead a highly therapeutic, upbeat, can-do approach to 
faith. Given Luther’s marks of the church, what is strikingly 
di+ erent between Luther and the new pietism is that the new 
pietism is a “cross-less” Christianity. It is exactly the criticism 
that Bonhoe+ er leveled toward American Christianity (seen for 
example in Harry Emerson Fosdick’s upbeat, low-stakes moralism 
at the Riverside Church).-. Bonhoe+ er’s digs against cheap grace 
should not primarily be seen as targeted against Luther (certainly 
Bonhoe+ er himself did not see it that way), but instead against 
his own safety-seeking Confessing Church as well as the heritage 
of Schleiermacher and Protestant Liberalism in general for 
which religion is adapted to the needs of the “cultured dispersers”—
and rendered completely harmless and voiceless in the process. 
For Luther, there is no forgiveness without repentance, no grace 
without the cross. Possibly from the perspective of the new pietism’s 
therapeutic moralism, the cross does not sell.

The “discipleship model” of congregational renewal is pietist 
because it builds into its diagnostics an inherently two-tiered 
hierarchy between those who are the disciples versus those who are 
mere members, rather than seeing all in the church as disciples (even 
if some seem to take their discipleship more seriously than others). 
Can such self-righteousness serve the church? Is “discipleship” here 
really discipleship or is it more akin to the values of the scribes and 
Pharisees (even though clearly it does not intend to be that). 
Likewise, pietism takes leave of an external Word and seeks refuge in 
a speci, c inner, psychological experience—for many Americans, 
accepting Jesus as one’s savior, or as presented here, a more generic 
“God” experience. Historically, confessional Lutherans have distanced 
themselves from this approach because when experience is singled 
out as the source of truth, we end up on shaky ground. Experience 
is , ckle. It comes and goes; often it deceives. Against the spirituality 
of inner experience, Lutherans have historically appealed to the 
external Word as the source of truth.
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There is no question that the church needs renewal. The 
question is whether or not the church can trust the Word to 
renew the church. The church may have lost con, dence in the 
Word. Lack of con, dence says more us than about the Word of 
course. About such an experience the Word of God is not silent. 
God’s Word promises to kill and make alive. As law the Word of 
God judges our lack of con, dence, but only that as gospel it 
might enliven our trust in the saving power of Jesus. Remember 
how it was for the disciples of Jesus in that frightening storm at 
sea. In panic they had awakened Jesus, “Lord, save us. We are 
perishing?” To which the law of God asked, “Why are you afraid, 
you of little faith?” (Matt /:!/+ ). The law of judgment was not, 
however, Jesus’ last word to them. He went on to save them from 
the raging storm, to their utter amazement (Matt /:#3–#4). 

Discipleship versus Fixing the World

The other route of “discipleship” current today seeks to , x not 
the church but the world. Frederick Schmidt calls this the “issue-
driven church.”-3 These church leaders do not place themselves 
within this new pietist camp. It is not as if they are insulated from 
pietism, but theirs is a pietism of a higher order. More than a private 
“God experience” it seeks to make the world peaceful and just. 
Accordingly, the church is an instrument by which to create genuine 
moral community on earth. If the new pietism centers faith not in 
Word and sacrament but in experience, then this more sophisticated 
moralism centers faith in moral transformation, the promise of an 
ideal community. Discipleship here is best seen as doing ethics 
within a community of moral deliberation.-4 Or as Kant said, “The 
true (visible) church is that which exhibits the (moral) kingdom of 
God on earth so far as it can be brought to pass by men.”-/

Who doesn’t want a world of peace and justice? But how do we 
get there? Conservatives and liberals both have a formula to accomplish 
this. As di+ erent as the formulas may be politically, they share a 
common orientation. Both conservatives and liberals spring from 
the common heritage in Enlightenment thinking. It a2  rms individual 
autonomy, in opposition to unfair and arti, cial hierarchical class 
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structures, and a capitalist economy (which likewise is perceived as a 
better alternative to feudalistic economics). Historically, the Republican 
vision of the ideal world is invested in a laissez faire, hands-o+  
approach to the free market, con, dent that wealth will trickle down 
to the lower classes. As well, the Republican vision champions the 
traditional family as a safe environment for child rearing. In contrast, 
Democrats tend to a2  rm government regulation of the economy 
with transfer payments for the least well o+ , along with a2  rming a 
hands-o+  approach to family life as private matter.-0 In either case, 
under administrations of both leading parties, the rich become richer 
and the poor poorer."$ That phenomenon is not likely to further 
peace and justice, either in this country or the world. The political 
right and left should be seen less as genuine alternatives and more as 
extremes of the same thing—both autonomy and capitalism are 
non–negotiable in each view. It is merely to observe that God’s 
promise of the kingdom to come demythologizes political programs, 
left and right. They do not usher in the kingdom. Political visions 
deserve to be debated on the ordinary basis of what serves the 
common good of the temporal order, most justly and peaceably.

The current movement to view congregations as centers of 
moral deliberation—presumably not in opposition to congregations 
as centers of Word and sacrament—needs to be examined critically 
from a theological perspective. More speci, cally it needs to be 
examined in the perspective of the classical Lutheran insight 
regarding God’s two kingdoms. For all the criticism that the doctrine 
leads to quietism, its concern has been to liberate Christians 
from post-millennial fantasy for the genuine care for actual (not 
hypothetical, idealized) 1 esh and blood victims. Further it seeks to 
instruct the Christian community that the creation is most 
e+ ectively cared for through worldly means. On its face, moral 
deliberation sounds like a good thing. But under closer scrutiny 
several problematic concerns arise.

First, counter to many convictions, moral deliberation is not 
something for which Christians, or anyone else, need to strive. It is 
a given, a fact of life. All human communities deliberate morally—
hospitals, businesses, universities, and the government have codes of 
ethics and often committees set aside to ponder the ethics of speci, c 
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decisions and goals. Likewise, congregations have always had to 
deliberate over stewardship of , nancial and other resources. Moral 
deliberation is an “is” that does not need to become an “ought.” 
Unless, that is, we in the church foolishly believe that we can 
somehow deliberate better than people in the world. Perhaps we 
believe that we can bring God into the picture and that other 
communities fail to do this. But if that is our rationale, then I suspect 
just the opposite obtains. It is not that our moral deliberation in the 
church makes the world more spiritual but instead the church simply 
becomes more secular."! Our nod to the authority of Scripture 
while doing moral deliberation is undermined by the many di+ erent 
criteria and agendas for ethical assessment brought to the table in 
moral deliberation. We simply import into the congregation the 
maelstrom of ethical opinions that is so distinctive of our pluralistic 
society. Thereby, the Bible is a resource and not the authority when 
we do moral deliberation. If that is the case, we become more 
relativistic in our approach to ethics. Relativism may seem to 
encourage greater tolerance, seemingly an attractive alternative to 
the moral absolutism of previous generations, but it is more likely 
that such relativism ironically enervates change agency in the world: 
at best, we agree to disagree. But that does not result in greater 
solidarity with victims. Deliberation is relatively easy; rubbing 
shoulders with people in need is not.

Second, the value of the products of moral deliberation, such 
as social statements adopted by church-wide assemblies, needs 
assessment. In higher education, we are constantly asked to assess the 
e+ ectiveness of our work. We claim to teach—but do our students 
actually learn? Where’s the documentation? It is time to assess: do 
our social statements do what they are intended to do? Mainline 
Protestants tend to provide social statements on various ethical matters. 
However, it is worth bearing in mind that the active membership of 
the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA) is a tiny 
fraction of the total USA population. Rather than centering the 
witness of the church on what other agencies ought to do, the 
witness of the church is more pro, tably spent on what the church 
alone can do. Instead of the church duplicating measures that properly 
belong to God’s left hand rule in the world the church per se should 
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primarily focus on ultimate matters—God’s wonder and mystery—
and not on penultimate matters. Such a witness would certainly 
include publically critiquing any politician or government that 
claims ultimate authority over peoples’ lives. That is idolatry, and 
the church, true to its mission, will publically declare the truth of it. 

As believers, we may trust that God is working in the world 
through the political process and through temporal institutions to 
establish his righteousness in the world. Not only Christians, but all 
people are capable of ethical insights—and moral deliberation and 
action. As active in love, faith works within worldly venues on behalf 
of the powerless, never naïve to the fact that the world—for the 
most part—prefers the status quo. Our point here is not to argue 
against ethical re1 ection in congregations. We certainly are not 
making the case to privatize faith. The point is simply not to ethicize 
the gospel. Let God’s law be law and let God’s promise be promise. 

If the church is transformed into another advocacy group, then 
the message of the church is cheapened and the importance of 
advocacy is undermined. Churchly social advocates are under the 
illusion that the church has some kind of big say in the world. In 
today’s world, “Lutheran” is as meaningful to our non-Lutheran 
neighbors as “Lollards” is to us—and this is increasingly true even in 
those old guard Lutheran strongholds like Pennsylvania, Minnesota, 
and Missouri. If we truly care about the world, we are advised to let 
the church be the church—let it do what no agency in this world 
can do—bear witness to God’s wonder and mystery, not least of 
which is the mystery of Christ’s death and resurrection. There we 
need to trust that the Word of God can and will change the world 
as God sees , t.

The church need not compete with or supplement the wisdom 
of the world in seeking to address temporal problems. God has never 
abandoned the world. It is not Christians alone who have the motive 
or the wit to improve the world. And, even if the world cannot be 
, xed, God provides the world with capable people who help sustain 
his on-going creativity. Certainly Christians want to work with non-
Christians in the world to address social issues. But we should keep 
in mind the standard of justice, and the quest for equal opportunity 
and freedom, is not the only way by which to approach such matters. 
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Stewardship of resources might prove to be an equally good, if not 
better, more persuasive and e+ ective strategy. Ultimately, no economic 
theory a2  rms that poverty and hunger, for instance, provide e2  cient 
usage of resources. When lives are wasted there is an economic 
incentive to address poverty and hunger, even when the most well-
o+  are oblivious to such needs. It is not in the self-interest of the 
well-o+  to remain indi+ erent. 

The church does its calling best not by imitating an advocacy 
agency, but instead by challenging all powers with the truth that no 
human power is ultimate and that all human power is dependent on 
the all-powerful, all-good God to whom all humans should be 
grateful and to whom they should render their worship. The church 
has no more important mission than to challenge such penultimate 
powers with what is ultimate—God himself. So, akin to Bonhoe+ er, 
we need to ask the state to be the state and not pretend to be its own 
self-serving cult."# Unfortunately, for many, the rhetoric of “moral 
deliberation” comes across as more an attempt to alter the fabric of 
the church along the lines of a partisan progressive social agenda 
rather than an attempt actually to help the world. In wider society 
thoughtful people of good will are bound to disagree about the 
means of, as well as the ends for, social justice and improvement—
and such rifts are best handled in wider democratic society and not 
the church. 

The More Promising Approach to Discipleship

Where do we go with respect to discipleship? How might we be 
true to Luther’s view of discipleship? Given the challenges facing 
today’s church—long in the making—the “solution” I propose will 
appear ridiculous: Can we trust the Word? Will we tend to it and 
preach it—let it have its way with us? We have lost con, dence in both 
tending to the Word and preaching it. By tending to the Word, we 
must seek to cultivate a renewed catechesis. 

Most people leave the church not due to burnout but indi+ erence. 
If we are one more agency or club among many, we have no right 
to insist that people stick with it. The more promising approach 
is to tend to the Word, allowing people to walk within the thick 
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narratives of Scripture—to see themselves in the accomplishments 
and failures of Israel’s history and the early church, to see themselves 
as Jesus’ sometimes brash, sometimes cowardly disciples and to learn 
from him. Imagine the vitality of a church membership engaged 
with the prophetic books of the Bible, believing that they speak to 
us and challenge us, every bit as much as they spoke to Israel of old. 
Imagine a church membership that has learned to express joy and 
grief as we pray the Psalter and meditate on Wisdom literature. What 
if it were to get in our imaginations that Revelation’s longing for 
Christ’s return is our longing? Wouldn’t the promise of it compel 
the leaders of the church to tend to the biblical story as though it 
were the story of disciples today? The Christian Scriptures make 
ultimate claims on believers. In that way people will see penultimate 
matters in a new light: the life of the disciple is not about religious 
self–improvement, but about the freedom of trusting God to be 
God and taking care of his creation.

When Scripture is at the forefront of our imagination, we 
have a compass by which to discern our discipleship to Christ, 
wherever we are called in the world. There is no “one size fits 
all” here. Instead, how we juggle our responsibilities, and the 
accountability which we have before God and the world, measured 
in tandem with our abilities, can only be discerned by us. This is 
no license for relativism. God’s commands stand. However, our 
assessment of how each individual is to live as disciples of the 
cruci, ed Lord, within the places where each lives will be distinct, 
just as Peter’s, or Mary Magdalene’s, or Paul’s ministries were 
di+ erent from one another. Each bears witness to Jesus, but each 
does so in his or her own way. Clergy need to be at the forefront 
of educating youth and adults, inviting them into the horizons 
and depths of Scripture.

However, we must also preach law and gospel so vitally that God’s 
promise may clearly be heard by sinners who are, for all practical 
purposes, lost in hell. Our preaching is not simply to keep cantankerous 
people at bay or entertained. There is no technique by which to 
fix the church, any more than there is a technique to fix the 
world. In fact, it is not our job to redeem God’s creation. As citizens, 
disciples of Jesus, like all other citizens, are obligated to speak out 
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against injustice as it is encountered in social structures. In living 
out the obligation of citizenship, disciples require wisdom, not 
technique.

And, as disciples in the world, it is our calling to feed the hungry, 
cloth the naked, care for the sick and imprisoned. “Truly I tell you, 
just as you did it to one of the least of these who are members of my 
family, you did it to me” (Matt #.:"$). It is appropriate for us, as 
citizens of this world, to call the powers of this world to accountability 
on behalf of those whose wellbeing is least well-o+ . But in so doing, 
along with Luther, we acknowledge and honor God’s right and left 
hand ways of governance, and do not confuse the two. We are not 
motivated by the goal of achieving a (post-)millennial utopia but by 
easing the pain of those who hurt and providing hope to those 
whose power is limited."- Ultimately, it is the forgiveness of their 
sins for which Jesus died, and not, as Marcus Borg or Benjamin 
Franklin (who in fewer words long ago presented Borg’s image 
of Jesus as a sage) would have us believe, an egalitarian political 
community, as desirable as that may be. As the church, the calling 
of disciples is to administer the o2  ce of the keys—to forgive and 
retain sins. 

In so honoring this distinction, we actually ful, ll Stanley 
Hauerwas’ admonition to let the church be itself."" That is, the 
church continually witnesses to ultimate and not merely penultimate 
truths.". But we stand against Hauerwas at the point where he 
truncates his own conviction, seeing the church as a “political 
alternative.”"3 The church is not a political alternative, as, perhaps say, 
Vatican City is with respect to Italy. Instead, it is in the world as 
witness to the King of kings and Lord of lords, whose coming reign 
shall last forever.

We have lost con, dence in the gospel; we have been so seduced 
by the world’s promises, whether they are the promises of therapy 
or politics or the economy. If we tend to the Word, there is promise 
that the Word itself will open us up from the inside out—just as it 
did at the time of the Reformation—and use us to change the 
world. To be wrapped up in the Scriptures and in their proclamation 
of good news may occasion the change which we seek. As Klaus 
Schwarzwäller puts it, we would move from kneeling (prayer) and 
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sitting (study), as necessary as they both are, to enter the fray, 
, ghting for the wellbeing of the world, cooperating with the Lord 
who is ever–creative of the world."4
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